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Northern Lights Instead of Workers’ Rights: Volunteer 
Working Tourists in Finnish Lapland1
❚❚ Dr. Christopher Brennan2
Independent Researcher, University of Groningen, The Netherlands
aBstraCt
Research on volunteers in the tourism field often deals with the motivations of such persons as 
well as their effects on host locales, while research on the work conditions of tourism workers often 
focuses solely on paid employees. However, such research has not focused on the workplace condi-
tions for volunteer working tourists in the tourism arena whose motivation, among other reasons, 
for seeking unpaid work opportunities is a dual role of tourism consumer. As volunteers are not for-
mally employed, they are not entitled to legal workplace standards. This article examines, through 
netnographic research methods and thematic analysis, the workplace experiences of several vol-
unteer working tourists in Finnish Lapland, considering how similar to precarious employment their 
situation is, to some extent enabled by their tourism mindset. This raises curious questions about 
the use of such labor, suggesting their future inclusion within discussions of precarious work.
KeyworDs
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Introduction
Lapland in northern Finland is a key tourism destination, promoted as a magical land of Santa’s reindeer, snow and ice, and northern lights, that draws just under one mil-lion tourists each year (YLE 2016). The region is home to many ski resorts, safari 
companies, hotels, and other tourism-related services that seek flexible, seasonal work-
ers and, in addition to locals, many enterprises often employ foreigners from abroad. 
Lapland tourism workers are not an understudied population, as research has been 
done on the effects of tourism planning on local populations (Hakkarainen and Tuu-
lentie 2008), gender in work in tourism (Veijola 2009), customer service in small busi-
nesses (Raudaskoski 2010), guides producing the forest as an environment that suits the 
tourism industry (Rantala 2010), the complex safety in wilderness guiding (Rantala & 
Valkonen 2011), and safari guide recruitment in commercial nature tourism (Valkonen 
et al. 2013). While these studies review different aspects of tourism work and complex 
interactions with tourism consumers or demands of working in the volatile, sometimes 
precarious, tourism industry, investigation has not been made into the role or situation 
of those who seemingly function as employees for some entities yet formally are not – 
volunteer working tourists. Using netnographic research methods and thematic analysis, 
this article examines the workplace experiences of volunteer working tourists in Finnish 
Lapland, looking at how akin to precarious employment their situation is as facilitated 
1 You can find this text and its doi at https://tidsskrift.dk/njwls/index.
2  Corresponding author: brennglobal@gmail com
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by their tourism mentality. Such an occurrence, while ostensibly legal, raises interesting 
questions about to use volunteer labor within the tourism industry in Lapland and the 
presence or absence of workplace standards and safety, leaving this unique demographic 
susceptible to vulnerable working conditions.
theoretical background
tourism work and precarious work
Tourism, together with the hospitality industry (Baum 2012; Dow et al. 2009; 
Mayhew & Quinlan 2001; McKay et al. 2012; Sargeant & Frazer 2009; Wilson 2004), 
is regularly identified amongst sectors vulnerable to precarious situations of work for 
employees. The industry is likewise specifically mentioned as susceptible to such in cer-
tain regions, for example, in part-time work in Austria (Hinterseer 2013) and precarious 
employment in Europe (McKay et al. 2012). In academic contexts, ‘precarious’ work 
refers to atypical or non-standard employment situations, also introduced by some as 
‘new’ forms of work (Kravaritou-Manitakis 1988). This incorporates employment that 
is unsecure, where workers are entangled in vulnerable situations whether with regards 
to work conditions, salary, longevity, or treatment (see Campbell et al. 2009; Dow 
et al. 2009; Fudge & Owens 2006; Mayhew & Quinlan 2001; Standing 2010). As Kal-
leberg writes, precarious work denotes, ‘…employment that is uncertain, unpredictable, 
and risky from the point of view of the worker’ (2009, p.2). Situations of precarious 
work, if generalizing, occur more often when there is a surplus of labor, where workers 
are pressed to accept work at any conditions, cost, or compromise of values (Kalleberg 
2009, p. 2–3; McKay et al. 2009, p. 10). When defining if an employment situation is 
precarious in nature, there are typically four dimensions for consideration:
1. The degree of belief that work will continue;
2. Identifying who controls the labor process and the presence or absence of profes-
sional standards or trade union;
3. The degree of legal recognized standards and protection the work situation and 
environment involves;
4. Level of pay 
 (Dow et al. 2009, p. 3; Fudge & Owens 2006, p.11).
The most often mentioned persons, some of whom are found working within the tour-
ism industry, include migrant workers, young workers, minority ethnic workers, women 
workers, agency workers, older workers, immigrants, students, apprentices, and interns 
(Bhalla & McCormick 2009; Kretsos 2010; Mayhew & Quinlan 2001; Porthé et al. 
2009; Standing 2010; Wilson 2004). Precarious work environments are not uncom-
mon in studies about tourism workers specifically. Such situations have been found in 
research on tourism workers in Seychelles (Lee et al. 2014) and mentioned in research 
on tourism workers in Lapland (see Veijola 2009). 
Logically, studies on tourism workers focus on legal, formal employees. However, 
this research has examined the occurrence of volunteers who work in for-profit tourism 
services in Lapland. Such persons fall into a ‘gray’ area within discussion of workplace 
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rights and entitlements, and as they are not employed, formal standards of workplace 
regulations do not apply. These volunteers work in established companies without a for-
mal work contract or agreement, potentially due their predominating role as a tourism 
consumer, or working tourist.
working tourists
The phrase ‘working tourist’ was first devised by Uriely and Reichel as, ‘... tourists who 
engage in situations that combine work with tourism’ (2000, p. 268). More precisely, 
Uriely created the four categories below to distinguish between motivations and charac-
teristics of persons who combine travel and work (Fig. 1).
Figure 1 Types of ‘traveling workers’ and ‘working tourists’ (Uriely 2001).
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A difference between the two main categories is that for ‘working tourists’, travel or tour-
ism is the main motivator within the pursuit of work, whereas for ‘traveling workers’, 
sustenance of a career or lifestyle is the principal motivation for employment mobility. 
Thus, working tourists would be keener to spend a single period with one employer that 
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serves to meet the temporary tourist experience or short-term fiscal needs for continued 
travel. Studies on working tourists have discussed working holiday makers in Australia 
(Brennan 2014a, 2014b, 2014c; Harding & Webster 2002; Jarvis & Peel 2009, 2010; 
Kawashima 2010; Tan et al. 2009), in Canada (Duncan 2002), the global experiences 
of New Zealand working holiday makers (Wilson et al. 2010), and Taiwanese working 
holiday makers abroad (Ho et al. 2014). Uriely’s category also includes ‘unpaid’ work, 
and so includes those also known as ‘volunteer tourists’.
Volunteer tourism
Volunteer tourists are commonly seen as persons who travel to a particular destina-
tion to accept work without payment while simultaneously experiencing conventional 
elements of travel, and do so because of causes, personal beliefs, or interests (Wearing 
2001). It is also often seen as a kind of tourism in which tourists pay to partake in 
humanitarian or conservation related projects (Mostafanezhad 2014).
Volunteer tourism as an occurrence is sought by individuals in direct contact with per-
sons and/or hosts offering volunteer opportunities, or overseen by for-profit or non-profit 
entities that act as facilitators, connecting volunteers with hosts. A good amount of studies 
has been done on volunteer tourists/tourism, usually examining motivations of volunteers 
(Broad 2003; Brown & Lehto 2005; McGehee & Andereck 2008; Mustonen 2007). Vol-
unteer tourists have also been divided into categories of volunteer-minded versus vacation-
minded practitioners (Brown & Lehto 2005; Mustonen 2007; Wearing 2001). Studies also 
have examined the benefits of volunteer tourism for both tourist and host enclaves (Broad 
2003; Brown & Morrison 2003; Clifton & Benson 2006; Ellis 2003; Gunderson 2005; 
McGehee & Santos 2005; Uriely et al. 2003; Wearing 2001, 2002; Wearing et al. 2008), 
as well as negative impacts of the phenomena (Guttentag 2010). Research has also been 
done on volunteer tourists in northern Norway, near Lapland, about the creation of non-
commodified volunteer experiences (Jæger & Olsen 2016).
Predominantly, volunteer tourism research tends to be looked at from a tourism-
centric theoretical perspective and discussed within tourism literature. It is not typical 
for labor research to investigate volunteer tourists despite their observed importance 
as a labor source for some localities and non-profits (Handy & Brudney 2007, see also 
Jæger & Olsen 2016); the world of work does not inspect those engaged in unpaid work 
for leisure or travel. If volunteers, as working tourists, engage in activities otherwise 
completed by formal employees, their occurrence is relevant to contemporary labor dis-
cussions, including precariousness. 
In this article, a novel approach is taken in examining the offers of work for, and 
experiences of, volunteer working tourists in Finnish Lapland from the nexus of precari-
ous work, working tourist, and volunteer tourist perspectives. The objective is to analyze 
how the experiences of these tourists demonstrates a situation similar to precarious 
employment as enabled by their touristic ambitions. This is of interest due to the observ-
able recruitment of working tourists by for-profit Lapland service providers in various 
online mediums intended for volunteer tourists. Online testimonials of working tourists, 
found in personal blogs and news articles, offer insight into the actual experiences of 
volunteer working tourists with such providers, revealing the workplace environment. 
Testimonials about work tasks from a tourism mindset also offer candid and seemingly 
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honest accounts as to the work experience; there is no muted response due to employer 
or researcher influence. While tourism work in Lapland, and in other areas, has been 
identified as precarious in prior research (see Veojola 2009), the use of volunteers instead 
of employees raises interesting questions about the practice, in particular the responsi-
bility of liability in a workplace setting, as well as the potential circumvention of formal 
employment standards and regulations1.
Method and Data
The research used netnography in examining online mediums that discuss recruitment 
and experiences of volunteer working tourists in Finnish Lapland, as qualitative data is 
openly visible in work exchange websites where volunteers are recruited and in various 
online blogs and articles that volunteers produce. Similar data is also available from 
service provider websites and online job boards.
Netnography is a methodology similar to ethnography yet examines virtual, online 
communities and their characteristics. It is used in online market research, searching for 
qualitative examples of customer needs, selections, and opinions to be used for mar-
keting feedback (Kozinets 2002, p.2). Field work sites can be varied in netnography 
since an online community or demographic can manifest in one or across multiple sites. 
Hence, the geographical location of research is a website, blog, forum, or message board, 
and the users or creators of these podiums form the group studied (Baym 2000; Correll 
1995; Kozinets 2002; Kulavuz-Onal & Vasquez 2013). Benefits of information obtained 
through netnography include the fact that data is often offered publicly and in a can-
did, open manner; sources do not have to be directly confronted by a researcher (Kay 
& Laberge 2002, p.29). It is a very unobtrusive approach, and due to the anonymity 
of the Internet, inspection can be done clandestinely. This can be conducive to sensitive 
research subjects (see Beckman & Langer 2005) such as labor related studies, in some 
contexts, where actors may be less than transparent if enacting in questionable practices. 
With traditional research methods, the known presence of a researcher can affect and 
interfere with the normal practices of everyday life (Hammersley & Atkinson 1995). 
Netnography has also been used in research on tourist experiences (see Rageh et al. 
2013), demonstrating a similar approach as this research, minus the added precarious 
work perspective in analysis this research uses.
The data/media reviewed as part of this research was gathered from the following 
mediums:
1) Volunteer adverts listings on the work exchange website www.workaway.info;
2) The travel blog of an American couple, who quit their jobs to travel around the 
world and volunteered in Lapland; 
3) The personal blog of a young British man who volunteered with a company in 
Lapland;
4) An online article in a major UK newspaper, describing the authors experience as a 
volunteer in Lapland;
5) Volunteer instruction PDFs from a Lapland service provider who actively recruits 
volunteer labor;
6) Several job adverts on www.mol.fi for tourism workers in Lapland2.
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Data was collected in PDF prints and screenshots made of the webpages reviewed, 
to preserve existence of data at that place and time, online. As web content can be edited, 
it is necessary to document such. The data provided on the multiple mediums accessed 
represented qualitative data from the community that includes both volunteer working 
tourists and the service provider hosts who they work for. As Kozinets writes that net-
nography is, ‘…based primarily on the observation of textual discourse’ (2002, p.64), 
both categorical labels and testimonials within content were empirically examined. As 
there was no single medium where actors were conversing with each other, distinct 
examples were pulled from multiple mediums involved with volunteer working tour-
ists in Lapland to give different, opposing perspectives and insight into phenomena not 
previously studied.
The data was analyzed using thematic analysis, which is used, ‘…to refer to pat-
terns in the data that reveal something of interest regarding the research topic at hand’ 
(King & Horrocks 2010, p .149). From the data, themes were identified through the 
mediums employers used to recruit volunteers, the description of workplace conditions 
of the volunteer workers, and to what extent volunteers who function as employees are 
treated as, or granted the same workplace rights as, paid employees. What constitutes 
a ‘theme’ involves, ‘…the researcher making choices about what to include, what to 
discard, and how to interpret...’ content (King & Horrocks 2010, p.149). In the end, 
‘Themes are recurrent and distinctive features...characterizing particular perceptions 
and/or experiences, which the researcher sees as relevant...’ (King & Horrocks 2010, 
p.150). The criteria for these themes were based on the textual descriptions found that 
described the situation of the volunteer workplace by either the volunteer themselves, or 
the service provider using their labor. The descriptions within paid employment adverts 
were also reviewed to exemplify formal working conditions. The themes of discussion 
derived from the criteria and mediums are 1) recruiting volunteers who are also tourists, 
2) extreme working conditions, and 3) liability and safety. These are discussed further 
below.
Limitations
It must be acknowledged that the testimonials found on blogs and in the online news 
article are from volunteers who worked at one particular husky farm in Lapland. The 
volunteer instruction PDF is from this same husky farm. While this could infer a case 
study, the practice of using volunteer tourist labor is not only done by this husky farm, 
nor only husky farms in general; the 10 listings from workaway.info were identified as 
being distinctly operating in the tourism sector in Lapland, with six of them being husky 
farms/tour operators and the other four being accommodation providers or resorts/
shops. Although these insights are from one service provider, the conditions of seasonal 
winter tourism work in Lapland carry common characteristics across jobs. Working 
sometimes long, flexible hours providing a service to international customers in extreme, 
cold conditions is not isolated to just husky work, albeit an outdoor position does incur 
longer periods in extreme weather than an indoor position. Likewise, in the host profiles 
on workaway.info, the reviews of volunteers who stayed and worked with the Lapland 
service providers can be seen. The overwhelming majority are positive in tone and reveal 
brief insight into the workplace environment and tasks performed. The difference with 
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these reviews is that most are not as in-depth or content rich as personal blogs or news 
articles, which are positive in tone as well yet describe in much greater detail the work 
environment. The volunteer instruction PDF also provides greater insight into what 
parameters the service provider communicates to the incoming volunteer about issues, 
such as insurance. The host profiles on workaway.info and their subsequent reviews 
provide evidence to the wider extent of the use of volunteers among some service provid-
ers; however, a generalization to the extent of hardships encountered in the workplace 
is limited in the analysis to the one location that multiple online testimonials have been 
written about. Nevertheless, the content to be discussed below then gives birth to the 
question as to how prevalent are these conditions at other service providers, raising a 
need for further research about the phenomena.
Another limitation is the extent of validity of the data gathered in the used method. 
While netnography offers the chance to observe from a clandestine position, the data 
collected are textual accounts of behavior as opposed to first-hand observed behavior, 
such as that recorded when using ethnography. This creates potential for doubt regard-
ing the accuracy of data discovered online. However, and as mentioned, netnography 
offers the chance to observe data offered publicly and in a candid, open manner; reflect-
ing on the data gathered, the testimonials observed were not perceived to be given with 
malicious intent as they are, in contrast, praiseful of the experience gained from volun-
teering as working tourists despite being scrutinized here in the context of precarious 
work. Likewise, information published by service providers, including their adverts, is 
seen as legitimate representation of how they operate, as described by themselves. Over-
all and despite such limitation, the data collected is viewed as authentic in the assess-
ment of the researcher and in the context of this research. 
Findings
In empirical examination, the various mediums were all reviewed with relevance to how 
the experiences of volunteer working tourists in Lapland is akin to those of precarious 
workers, with different sites offering varying levels of insight into such. The sections 
that follow highlight the aspects of the phenomena, through various themes, that raise 
interesting discussion.
recruiting volunteers who are also tourists
The descriptions of listings from tourism service providers in Finnish Lapland3 on the 
website www.workaway.info were observed as the website is, ‘...set up to promote fair 
exchange between budget travelers, language learners or culture seekers who can stay 
with families, individuals or organizations that are looking for help with a range of var-
ied and interesting activities’ (workaway.info 2016). All listings operating in the tourism 
industry categorically included Helping With Tourists as a work task volunteers partici-
pate in, confirming that volunteers were not only working within a tourism enterprise 
but also directly with tourists themselves. There are 10 host listings from Lapland; six 
are for husky farms/tour operators and four for accommodation providers or resorts/
shops. Almost all listings list duration of work barters as 5 hours per day, 5 days a week; 
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however, several also state work hours vary depending on season or needs of dogs and/
or guests, demonstrating that in some occurrences, the work process depends on the 
needs of paying customers or the sled dogs who are a main attraction for safaris. All 
hosts offer accommodation and food in exchange for volunteer labor, as well as the 
extra benefits as to why volunteers should work with them specifically. Almost all refer 
to access to extreme nature and outdoor activities only possible in the far north, such 
as hiking, skiing, snowmobiling, or exploring national parks, while some specifically 
mention the ability to see the northern lights, a phenomenon that attracts thousands 
of tourists to Lapland each year. Accommodation providers in Australia have also been 
known to recruit working tourists as well, who sometimes work for an accommodation 
barter in unique, remote locations (Brennan 2014a). This echoes Uriely’s (2001) notion 
of work motivation aligned to part of a tourist experience, and evidence of this allure is 
found in the blog of one Lapland volunteer. He writes:
‘What made this even more spectacular was that the Northern Lights came out as we were 
driving along (on dog sleds) and gave one of their most majestic displays yet. My doubts 
the day before (about leaving) were completely blown away and I knew at the moment 
that that was the reason I’d come to the Arctic and it was everything I could have hoped 
for and more’ (Lonan 2013).
The excerpt expresses uncertainty about his choice to volunteer yet he later clearly states 
that, ‘In very few jobs would you face such long hours and cold temperatures, but also 
in very few jobs would you get to drive a 12 dog sled team through the Arctic wilderness 
with the Northern Lights overhead’, revealing insight into to his motivation. A writer 
for the Telegraph also revealed that her motives for volunteering in Lapland were also 
tourism aligned:
‘I tried to explain my decision to friends and colleagues, were unclear. But, at 26, I was rest-
less. I was dreaming of Arctic landscapes, cold and bleak expanses…’ (Telegraph 2013).
While the benefits of such work motivate volunteers, they also ostensibly motivate the 
employers to recruit these distinctly minded persons. A PDF guide of a husky safari com-
pany that recruits volunteers, and where the volunteers above worked, mentions that:
‘Of late, we have also had numerous approaches to various volunteer-based websites 
(HelpX, Workaway, 7interchange, Woofers etc.4). However, we are probably not quite like 
some alternative options on these websites… We want people to be very aware about what 
they will be getting into, coming here and expect it to be like a job but with great perks’.5
The company actively operated on websites that are for travel and work barter exchange, 
and hint at the similar ‘perks’ of working in the region like the workaway.info listings, 
albeit more so identifying the volunteer position as like a ‘job’. Nevertheless, a volun-
teer experience expected to be ‘like a job’ conversely is not a formal ‘job’, and hence 
workplace entitlements and standards do not exist, relating to the second dimension of 
precarious work (Fudge & Owens 2006); it would be a ‘job’ without any rights. The 
use of tourism activities to recruit working tourists has been observed on a wide scale in 
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Australia, however in that context, those performing work tasks did so within param-
eters of formal employment enabled by working holiday visas (Brennan 2014a, 2014b).
Volunteer mediums such as workaway.info are geared toward travelers looking 
for volunteer opportunities internationally, as they list hosts from over 155 different 
countries. International workers are quite common within the tourism industry, even in 
Lapland, and in some destinations specifically are recruited from abroad (see Lee et al. 
2014). Although Guttentag argues volunteer tourists frequently perform jobs that locals 
could do instead (2010), many Lapland service providers operate in remote areas where 
nature is abundant, yet people are not. Hence, a reason for recruiting volunteers keen to 
experience the solitude and nature Lapland offers.
While such recruitment for volunteers on work exchange mediums by tourism ser-
vice providers may seem a simple exchange of labor for food, accommodation, and a 
chance to satisfy unique adventure pursuits, the in-depth experiences of such volunteer 
working tourists can paint a more discerning picture.
extreme working conditions
While the listings on workaway.info do include references left by previous volunteers as 
mentioned, these testimonials are often brief at best, simply reaffirming that volunteers 
enjoyed the experience of staying with services provider hosts and in the region. Search-
ing further on the internet, it is possible to find blogs and articles of persons who have 
volunteered in Lapland, almost exclusively with a particular husky safari company6. 
The work described reveals that volunteers, even if enjoying the tourism ‘perks’ of 
their job, are also pushed physically, working long hours in extreme winter conditions 
to meet the needs of the overwhelming number of tourists that come to Lapland each 
winter. As one volunteer writes: 
‘Lapland’s economy depends almost entirely on a few short weeks before Christmas when 
visitors flood in from overseas. Suddenly it’s all go as we try to run as many safaris as pos-
sible, often working from 7am till past midnight’ (Telegraph 2013).
The extent to which the author was affected by working in such conditions was also 
revealed:
‘To tell the truth, I’m running on empty. Every waking moment for weeks has been spent 
feeding or harnessing or sledding or shoveling snow or shoveling shit….on Christmas Eve, 
I’m sternly told off for not cleaning kennels properly, I’m so tired and it’s so unfair that I 
find myself in tears…’ (Telegraph 2013).
As Rantala et al. point out in their research on wilderness guiding in Finnish, Lapland, 
weather manipulates human practices by narrowing down or extending the possibilities 
for outdoor activities (2011). This external factor also dictates the flexibility needed 
to accommodate the services desired by tourists during the winter season, which busi-
ness owners attempt to provide; if there is snow, there are safaris and tours to be had. 
With such unpredictability in working hours dependent on extreme weather, tourism 
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employees seeking predictable compensation can be difficult to recruit, making willing 
volunteers looking for an extreme experience a more desirable replacement.
As volunteers work in barter for accommodation, their living space too is under 
the discretion of the hosts and personalities of other volunteers, who are not paid either. 
Describing her living conditions, one volunteer reveals:
‘During this time of year there are about 10 volunteers living in the guide house…We live 
dorm style, with everyone in bunk beds in two rooms sharing a toilet and a shower. We 
rotate cooking and cleaning duties…and every night we have between 4–5 dogs from the 
farm who spend the night with us for either medical or socialization purposes’ (Time that 
is given 2013).
Another volunteer likened the experience to communism:
‘At times it felt like we were living in a little communist commune. Shared accommodation 
and meals, no wages but instead working for the “common good” and for the benefit of 
the team’ (Lonan 2013).
While physical and emotional stress, and stressful living conditions, are aligned with 
fatigue of working so many hours and living in close quarters and days, so are the pos-
sibility of accidents:
‘While freeing two dogs that have become tangled in the lines, I stupidly remove my 
gloves in -38C, and later find the color has drained away from the tips of my fingers. They 
also have an unpleasant needling sensation. “Congratulations” (the host) says...“Your first 
frostbite” ’ (Telegraph 2013).
Frostbite is not an uncommon occurrence when working in temperatures that can get as 
low as -40ºC, and was reported in the blogs of other volunteers as well7. Yet, even just as 
dangerous is the operating of a dog sled if not accustomed to doing so:
‘So we set off from the farm (the dogs can take off at around 25kms an hour at the 
beginning) and the first corner I hit I came flying off, hitting my head on compacted 
snow. Nevertheless, I didn’t let go of my team… and was instead pulled along behind 
for about 10 meters while my colleagues stopped my dogs and checked if I was alright’ 
(Lonan 2013).
While not surprising that working outdoors in the Arctic with animals would be a 
demanding job, it is of curiousness to hear that these descriptions come from persons 
who undertake such extreme hardship as a volunteer seeking a unique experience. While 
their personal motivations or values may echo that of volunteers seeking authentic or 
unique experiences in the far north (see Jæger & Olsen 2016), which are examined 
from the focus of tourism research, from a more precarious work aligned perspective, 
their experiences raise interesting questions about the practice of using volunteers in a 
commercial tourism enterprise seeing as how the employer controls not only the entire 
labor process but also the employees living arrangement (see Fudge & Owens 2006). In 
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the case of Jæger and Olsen’s research (2016), volunteers are recruited to work at vari-
ous festivals in northern Norway that last a few days. In the case of the Lapland service 
providers, volunteers are recruited to work for several months minimum, if not entire 
winter/tourism seasons.
Liability and safety
Adverts for tourism worker positions in Lapland8 from the website www.mol.fi9 were 
reviewed to give insight into normal conditions for legal tourism workers. Many of these 
adverts listed that work agreement was made according to the collective agreement for 
service workers in Finland. In formal tourism employment situations, this is typically a 
norm. The adverts included safari guide positions, taking tourists on different safaris on 
snowmobile, snowshoe, or foot, but not by dogsled. Interestingly, one advert that was 
from a husky safari company did not list any reference to the collective agreement, yet 
did mention exceptional amounts of hours, including a willingness to work weekends 
and holidays as needed, similar to the experiences of the volunteer testimonials found. 
‘Flexibility’, or ‘flex-work’ or ‘flex-time’, is sometimes mentioned in discussions of pre-
carious work situations (see Bird 2016), and although tourism industry employees in 
Finland would be required to have prior notification and agreement regarding their 
hours for work (PAM 2014, section 3), volunteers do not. 
In fact, volunteers revealed that they were usually working 6 days a week:
‘We have one day off a week, although you may work more than six days before you get 
a day off and it’s never the same day’ (Time that is given 2013).
Another volunteer blog confirmed the working 6 days a week10. While working excep-
tional hours as a seasonal tourism worker in Lapland is not unheard of, it again is inter-
esting to point out that some of the persons doing so, in the context of this research, are 
volunteer working tourists. And while such volunteers may have a bartered agreement 
with their host for accommodation and food, it has been seen that during the winter 
tourist season, the hours of work requested are intense. However, there was no observed 
discussion of whether the barter changes from the hosts end. Does it? Or is the benefit 
of the additional work hours and prolonged, extreme conditions simply a unique experi-
ence of working in the Arctic, beyond that of which regional tourists would encounter. 
As one volunteer wrote, ‘We also got the chance to go to a Sami reindeer gathering 
session, which is not something the tourists get to do!’ (Lonan 2013). Such reflects the 
tourist mindset of these volunteers.
As these volunteer working tourists are working in a for-profit setting, interacting 
with customers in extreme conditions, the question can be raised as to what standards of 
safety are followed if national workplace standards do not apply to such persons, relat-
ing to the third dimension of precarious work (Fudge & Owens 2006). This does not 
mean that certain safety guidelines would not be followed, as this would be paramount 
with regard to safety of paying customers. However, while customers may be covered by 
some insurances companies have, the volunteers are not necessarily. As a PDF guide for 
volunteers from a husky safari company reveals: 
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‘Whilst we have yet to have any volunteers to suffer anything more serious than frostbite 
which has been taken care of with indoor time and creaming it is not impossible to imag-
ine bones being broken or muscles being torn during e.g., training season. Hence, please 
make sure that dog-sledding and snowmobiling is covered on your travel insurance if you 
will be here at a time of year when that is applicable’.11
The PDF continues on to state that volunteers without necessary personal insurances 
would not be allowed to perform work, so volunteers are indeed intended to have some 
protection in case of accident. Nevertheless, it is their ‘travel’ insurance that is to be their 
safety net should an accident occur in the workplace, the same type of insurance that 
tourists purchase when on holiday and undertaking tourist activities.
As six of the 10 listings in workaway.info were of husky farms recruiting volunteers 
to undertake tourism work in their operations, the question can be raised to how preva-
lent is the practice in Lapland and how would it affect the operation of such enterprises 
as well as the employment pool of other formal, tourism workers. One excerpt from a 
volunteer blog reveals the effect when volunteers leave suddenly or when the workers of 
another husky safari operator depart without notice:
‘… we got through December and looked forward to a quiet January where we could 
relax a little and have some free time to perhaps ski and explore the area a little. But this 
elusive “lull” never arrived…This could be attributed to two factors. First of all we very 
suddenly lost three members of staff. One gave a week’s notice that she was leaving while 
two others left on a day off with no warning to the rest of us whatsoever. They had their 
own reasons for leaving, and I don’t bear any grudges, but they left us in a really shitty 
situation. We were now three people down (two of which were quite experienced while 
the other was incredibly helpful and useful) and it showed massively. We ran safaris where 
we felt stretched incredibly thin…I don’t know if they thought about the effects on the rest 
of us but their sudden departure was felt heavily by those of us left behind. Even if they 
didn’t consider that, one of them was dog medical Overseer…and essentially neglected her 
responsibility to the health and well-being of the dogs out there….The second factor was 
that a (tour) company…had a contract with another dog-sledding farm which shut down, 
ironically due to all its staff walking out suddenly, and so we received all their safaris for 
the month of January, on top of all of our own’ (Lonan 2013).
In such a scenario, if the working hours or work load of employees was increased sig-
nificantly due to external factors, such employees would still be entitled to entitlements 
for fluctuations in work and pay, as outlined in contractual agreements. Volunteers have 
no contract. It is interesting to hear that persons would quit so suddenly yet perhaps 
not surprising if they were volunteers who did not experience the tourists benefits that 
attracted them to Lapland, or at least any more. Nevertheless, the departure of workers, 
formal or informal, at another service provider directly affected the workload of this 
volunteer working tourist 12. 
Another concern that arises in the use of volunteer working tourists as staff members 
are issues of safety related to experience in job task. While any job can have moments of 
routine, tourism work in the extreme cold includes unpredictable variables in the form 
of interaction with other humans, animals, and of course the weather. One would expect 
companies to have competent staff to provide the unique tourist experiences that paying 
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customers travel so far for. Yet, if staff are new volunteers attracted each year as a constant 
labor source, then there is an ever-changing number of persons volunteering at any time. 
Who really knows what they are doing? As Rantala and Valkonen (2011) have found, 
safety in wilderness guiding in Lapland is a complex task. One volunteer described how 
their training initially came from other volunteers with limited experience themselves:
‘In the very beginning we were trained by a 17-year-old American girl who had been here 
for three months and would be returning to the US soon to start college’ (Time that is 
given 2013).
Likewise, even if experienced, it can be questioned what responsibility do they have to 
paying customers who have purchased a service if not an employee of that service pro-
vider. As another volunteer described, he was leading safaris on his own:
‘I got to take him (friend) out on the back of the snowmobile leading my first 20km safari 
on my own which was pretty sweet and I was grateful to have his help’ (Lonan 2013).
A volunteer functioning as a guide responsible for leading tourists on a safari without 
the assistance or accompaniment of formal, employed staff members raises questions 
pertinent not only to the safety of volunteers and tourist customers, but also such prac-
tices and if it potentially circumvents formal standards of employment leaving those 
who perform the work at-risk. 
Conclusion
It is observed that multiple service providers in Finnish Lapland actively recruit interna-
tional working tourists to serve in the functional operation of their businesses, using the 
allure of unique experiences in extreme natural conditions or working with distinctive 
animals as barter for their volunteer labor. While volunteer working tourists who par-
ticipate in such work exchange may be satisfied with the unique experience that working 
in the tourism industry in the region may offer, the in-depth testimonies of volunteers at 
one husky farm gives glimpse into a work environment and tasks that, if otherwise com-
pleted by contracted employees, would be liable to workplace regulation. Their work 
situation is characterized by several dimensions of precarious employment, as described 
by Fudge and Owens (2006), and thus also can be seen as at-risk or precarious. Such a 
practice not only effects the environment in which a working tourist volunteer is sur-
rounded, but can also have ramifications that extend beyond them. If a tourist experi-
ence can be used as an incentive to recruit labor to Lapland in place of offer of paid 
wages, then what effect would the expansion of such practice have on the job security 
of formal tourism workers? This is another form of precarity for tourism workers; they 
can be easily replaced by a surplus of willing, international volunteers. As one volunteer 
states, the experience is not a long-term commitment, but it is the temporary experience 
that is full-filled that potentially enables operators to recruit new volunteers each year:
‘Some of you might think this is all bonkers and you would probably be right. Bear in 
mind that I’m a volunteer here and simply get my food and accommodation covered. In 
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that respect, many of you might wonder what is driving me to be here. Why do I get up at 
4:30am and persevere through minus 40 when I’m not getting paid for it? The truth is, I 
don’t entirely know but I do know that I’ve never had a job quite like this and I don’t think 
I ever will again. Initially it was the sense of adventure that attracted me…’(Lonan 2013).
Likewise, if employers need not legally abide by formal workplace standards of safety 
for those who perform work for them but are not employees, are they necessarily provid-
ing workplace entitlements and rights to formal employees that they are legally obliged 
to offer? Assuming there are legal employees at these enterprises, how should it be seen 
if there are two sets of persons performing similar tasks, one an employee the other a 
volunteer working tourist, and one is paid a salary and has workplace entitlements while 
the other is simply paid in ‘adventure’? Hence, volunteer working tourists who function 
as employees in a for-profit setting should be considered as precarious workers, as their 
situation fits typical situations of precarious employment.
From a tourism research perspective, this study may seem a casual occurrence of 
volunteer working tourists trading their time, and muscles, for the opportunity to satisfy 
personal pursuits of extreme natural experiences. However, from a precarious work per-
spective, limitations considered, there are concerning questions that arise from the use 
of unpaid, informal labor that could affect the volunteer working tourists themselves, 
workers in the tourism industry, and workers rights and safety in general. While the 
practice is not isolated to the husky farm where the discussed working tourists volun-
teered, it is pertinent that further research be done into the conditions at other service 
providers to gain broader insight into the practice.
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Notes
 1  The legality or illegality of such practice would have to be verified through further investigation. 
Regardless, the question about such can be raised from this initial observance.
 2  The adverts were in English and thus directed to both prospective international and Finnish workers.
 3  Ten listings were identified as being distinctly operating in the tourism sector in Lapland.
 4  These are all work exchange websites for travelers and volunteers.
 5  PDF ‘Volunteering at...as a Trainee Arctic Safari Guide and Dog Handler’ for Winter 2014. 
 6  The name of this company can be identified through references yet is not mentioned specifically 
within the text as it is not a case study.
 7  See Enontekio Travel Blog on TravBuddy (2010) My time at a Husky Farm.
 8  Twelve adverts were reviewed, for jobs such as Wilderness Guide and Tour Guide, and for tourism 
resorts.
 9  This is a job search website organized by the Finnish government.
10  See Enontekio Travel Blog on TravBuddy (2010) My time at a Husky Farm.
11  PDF ‘Volunteering at...as a Trainee Arctic Safari Guide and Dog Handler’ for Winter 2014.
12  It is not known why the staff of the other husky safari companies quit nor if any were volunteer 
working tourists as well.
